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Abstract—This work presents BurTrap, a networking system
which integrates wireless modules (such as TelosB nodes) with
networked surveillance cameras to automatically, accurately,
timely track and identify burglar who stole the property. First,
we design an energy-efficient wakeup scheduling protocol that
guarantees a successful target tracking while reducing the communication energy consumption of the portable wireless module.
Then, we identify burglar among all the objects appeared in
the obtained video information by performing trajectory fitting
between the estimated geometric trajectory and the estimated
local visual trajectory. Through extensive experiments, we show
that BurTrap can pinpoint the burglar with extremely high
accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many different systems have been proposed and used in
practice to enhance the security and protection of the property.
Traditional home security systems deter or detect burglary
through increased surveillance (cameras, motion detectors, and
alarm systems), but they cannot help track or recover property
once it is stolen.
For tracking and recovering stolen vehicles, LoJack [2] may
be the most common system for this purpose. The core of
the LoJack Stolen Vehicle Recovery System is a small, silent
radio transceiver that is clandestinely installed in a vehicle.
Once a car with LoJack device is reported to be stolen, the
device will be activated and then transmit periodic beacons
that can be received by the LoJack receivers which is used
by police. Asset tracking products like Brickhouse [3] and
Liveview [4] use GPS to obtain realtime location information
of the protected property and use cellular infrastructure to
communicate the data to the control center. Recently, Guha et
al. [5] presented AutoWitness system to deter, detect, and track
personal property theft. Their novel system uses accelerometer
and the RF signal from cellular tower to compute the moving
trajectory of the target. All these systems focus on tracking
the stolen property. We point out that knowing the trajectory
of a property does not mean that we can recover the property
easily. Moreover, these tracking systems do not provide any
physical traits of the burglar.
On the other hand, the widely used secure monitoring
approach is to install security surveillance cameras at public
places. These surveillance cameras can only record the objects

(e.g., a car, or a person) that appeared inside the view of
the camera, however it cannot detect whether an object does
carry a stolen property, which may not be visible from the
surveillance camera. Currently, these surveillance tasks are
accomplished by human operators who continuously observe
monitors to detect unauthorized abnormal activities over many
cameras.
In this paper, we first construct a full autonomous networked
surveillance framework BurTrap that integrates wireless modules with surveillance camera networks. The wireless modules,
which are TelosB nodes in our system, collaborate with the
networked cameras to automatically, accurately, timely track
and identify burglars. For prolonging the lifetime of the
portable wireless module, we then propose an energy-efficient
wakeup scheduling protocol that guarantees the successful
target tracking while reducing the communication energy
consumption of the portable wireless module. Third, we
propose a novel target identification approach by performing
trajectory fitting between the geometric trajectory and the
visual trajectory of the target. Finally, we conduct the extensive
experiments, and the experiment results show that our system
can achieve the extremely high target identification accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the overview of BurTrap system. We then present
an adaptive wakeup scheduling for the portable wireless
module in Section III. The burglar identification approach is
proposed in Section IV. Section V shows the experimental
results. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
BurTrap consists of three major components: the networked
sensor-camera mates, the portable wireless module installed
in the protected property, and the monitoring center. Each
sensor-camera mate, which is taken as a surveillance point, is
equipped with a camera and a site wireless module. Once the
burglar who carries the stolen property passes by a surveillance
point, the alarm signal periodically sent from the portable
wireless module can be received by the site wireless module,
and then the corresponding camera is activated for capturing
the visual information which contains the burglar with high
possibility. In addition, the spatial-temporal information of the

burglar travel trajectory is also recorded by the surveillance
point simultaneously. After gathering the sensing information
from the sensor-camera network, the monitoring center tracks
and identifies the burglar by analyzing and fusing the multimodal sensing information.
Before presenting the basic idea of identifying the burglar,
we give two trajectory definitions.
Definition 1: Geometric Trajectory is the approximate
burglar travel trajectory which is estimated based on the trajectory spatial-temporal information collected by site wireless
modules.
Definition 2: Local Visual Trajectory is the approximate
object trajectory which is piecewise linear and is estimated
based on the visual information collected by a single camera.
Note that there usually exist multiple objects in a video
sequence of a single camera and each of the objects has its
own local visual trajectory in this situation.
The basic idea of identifying the burglar is as follows. Every
object which appears in the recorded visual information has
its own trajectory fitting difference between the geometric
trajectory and its local visual trajectory. If the similarity
between the geometric trajectory and the local visual trajectory
of an object is high, the value of the fitting difference of the
two trajectories is small. First, the fitting difference of an
object is calculated based on the sensing information from
a single surveillance point. Then, the fitting difference is
recalculated by matching the objects which appear in the
visual information from multiple cameras. The object with the
minimum fitting difference is treated as the burglar intuitively.
More specifically, BurTrap system has the following main
tracking and identifying operations.
Wakeup Scheduling of Portable Wireless Module for
Tracking Information Retrieval: If a protected property has
been stolen, the portable wireless module can be triggered
according to some triggering scheme [6], and periodically
broadcast the alarm messages. Once the protected property has
entered the communication range of some site wireless module, the alarm messages will be received by the site wireless
module. For saving the broadcast communication energy, we
design a wakeup scheduling protocol for the portable wireless
module.
Tracking Information Retrieval using Networked
Sensor-Camera Mates: Upon receiving the alarm messages,
the site wireless module activates the associated camera to
capture the critical video frames, and the video capturing
process continues until the property leaves the communication
range of the site wireless module. Moreover, when receiving
the alarm message, the site wireless module immediately
records the current time and its position as the spatial-temporal
information of the burglar travel trajectory.
Geometric trajectory estimation: The monitoring center
collects the spatial-temporal information of burglar travel
trajectory, and estimate the geometric trajectory based on the
collected data. Consider a sensor-camera mate network in
a two-dimensional plane. The location of each surveillance
point is known. When a target burglar passes through the

communication region of a surveillance point, the site wireless
module associated with this surveillance point will receive
some alarm messages sent from the portable wireless module
fixed in the stolen property, and the current time and one bit of
information about the appearance of the burglar are recorded.
This sensing model for geometric trajectory information is the
same as the binary sensing model [7] [8].
For estimating the geometric trajectory, we employ a particle filtering algorithm [7] [8] in which a cost function is used
to penalize changes in velocity. The final output is simply the
particle with the best cost function. The estimated geometric
trajectory is the piecewise linear trajectory that traverses all the
communication regions by connecting the obtained particles in
order.
Local visual trajectory estimation: The camera captures
the image frames during the interval in which the site wireless module continuously receives the alarm messages from
the portable wireless module. Therefore, the captured video
sequence, which will be transmitted and recorded by the monitoring center, may contain the burglar. For every incoming
video sequence from a camera, the monitoring center first
needs to find a set of objects (in our experiments, a set of
different human beings) that appear in this video sequence
by using the background subtraction technique [9]. Then, the
object feature, which is the color histogram in this paper, is
calculated and is used as the object matching metric of finding
the same object that appears in the video sequences from the
different cameras.
For estimating the visual trajectory of objects in a single
camera’s scene, a projective operation is used to map the
camera platform’s points into a Euclidean coordinate system
within a plane, typically the ground plane, in the scene.
Assume the coordinate of a point in the image plane is x
and the 3D coordinate of the corresponding point in the scene
is X. The pair of corresponding points on the two planes is
related projectively by an homography X = M · x where M
is the 3 × 3 transformation matrix . The transformation matrix
M can be recovered by using the techniques proposed in [10].
Burglar identification using trajectory fitting: After estimating the geometric trajectory and the local visual trajectory
of each object, we identify the burglar among all the objects
that appear in the recorded video sequences based on a welldesigned trajectory fitting metric.
III. A DAPTIVE WAKEUP S CHEDULING OF P ORTABLE
W IRELESS M ODULE
The wakeup scheduling protocol of the portable wireless
module is an adaptive duty cycle protocol and each cycle is
divided into two periods: wakeup period and sleep period.
Once the portable wireless module is triggered to report the
alarm messages, it runs according to the wakeup scheduling
protocol. In the beginning of each wakeup period, the portable
wireless module broadcasts the alarm message once, and then
waits to receive the ACK message from some site wireless
module. Once the portable wireless module receives an ACK
message, it goes into the sleep period in which the portable

wireless module turns off its radio for saving energy. If the
portable wireless module does not receive any ACK message
before a deadline which is set to the end of the cycle period,
it goes into the next cycle period and broadcasts an alarm
message. When a site wireless module receives an alarm
message, it will broadcast an ACK message immediately.
In our BurTrap system, when a burglar passes through
the communication region of a site wireless module, the
camera associated with the site wireless module is activated
to capture the critical video frames which may contain the
burglar. The burglar appearing interval estimation is based on
the broadcasting period of the alarm messages. The smaller
the alarm message broadcasting period is, the more accurately
we estimate the burglar appearing interval. This means that
the portable wireless module needs to consume more energy
of sending the alarm messages. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the communication energy consumption of the
portable wireless module and the probability of the captured
video information containing the burglar.
Let pc be the cycle period. Assume the interval of the
burglar appearing in the communication region of site wireless
module i is Ti = [Tis , Tie ]. Let tsi be the first time of module
i receiving the alarm message and tei be the last time of
module i receiving the alarm message. We estimate Ti through
setting Tis = tsi and Tie = tei . The problem description is as
follows. Given the sensor-camera network and the trajectory
of the burglar, how to dynamically adjust the wakeup time of
the portable wireless module so that each interval Ti can be
estimated with a maximum error εmax and the alarm messages
are broadcasted as little as possible.
Apparently, we have εmax < 2pc . For controlling the estimation error, we set the cycle period pc to 21 εmax . However,
the energy efficiency of the portable wireless module is low
if the required estimation error is small. In fact, lots of alarm
messages are not useful for ensuring the estimation accuracy
of Ti , and our object is to find and cancel these useless
alarm messages. Assume tws
and twe
are respectively the
i
i
first and the last starting time of wakeup periods within Ti .
It is obvious that the wakeup periods between tws
and twe
i
i
have no effect on the accuracy of estimating Ti . Based on our
experimental study, we find that Ti is quite similar with Tj if
the burglar passes through the sensing regions of camera i and
j. Assume the burglar has passed through the communication
regions of site wireless modules 1, 2, ..., k. For the portable
wireless module, let ris be the first time of receiving module
i’s ACK message and rie be the last time of receiving module
i’s ACK message. The portable wireless
Pk module can estimate
the average of Ti by using Tb = k1 i=1 (rie − ris ). Because
there is a difference between Tb and Ti , the portable wireless
module cannot know the useless wakeup periods exactly. Our
adaptive wakeup scheduling scheme works as follows. When
the portable wireless module receives the first ACK message
from site wireless module i at time tsi , it begins to cancel
the wakeup period with some probability. The cancelling
probability of the wakeup period follows Gaussian distribution
whose expectation and variance are respectively tsi + 12 Tb and

( T2 )2 .
b

IV. B URGLAR I DENTIFICATION USING T RAJECTORY
F ITTING
A. Fitting Metric
We use the local visual trajectory which is piecewise linear
for trajectory fitting. The local visual trajectory of the object i
is estimated as follows. For a sequence of video frames from
the camera Camh , we define the video frame set that contains
the object i as Si . An object
j, which has appeared in another
T
video frame set Sj (Si Sj = ∅) captured by camera Camh ,
is considered as a different object from i, namely i 6= j. We
select q+1 video frames from Si in every equal interval (where
0
q is 3 in this paper), and obtain a video frame sequence Si =
{fi (0), ..., fi (q)}. The centroid positions of the object i in
0
video frames Si are respectively defined as yi (0), ..., yi (q). We
transform the positions yi (0), ..., yi (q) in the video frames into
the global coordinates Yi (0), ..., Yi (q) by using the coordinate
transforming method introduced in section II. We connect each
−−−−−−−→ −−−−−−−−−−→
pair of points Yi (0)Yi (1),...,Yi (q − 1)Yi (q), and then obtain q
connected directed line segments li (1), ..., li (q) which form
the local visual trajectory of the object i.
The geometric trajectory L characterizes the global travel
feature of the burglar. For correctly fitting with the local visual
trajectory li (1), ..., li (q) of the object i, we should extract the
local travel feature of the geometric trajectory which associates
with the sensing region of the camera Camh . Assume the
time interval of the burglar traveling through the communication region of the site wireless module Senh is [ts , te ].
From the particle filtering estimation precess of the geometric
trajectory, we know there exist p − 1 calculated best particles
x(t1 ), ..., x(tp−1 ) where ts ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tp−1 ≤ te . We con−−−−−−−−−−→ −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
nect each pair of points x(t1 − 1)x(t1 ),...,x(tp−1 )x(tp−1 + 1)
in the point sequence x(t1 −1), x(t1 ), ..., x(tp−1 ), x(tp−1 +1),
and then obtain p connected directed line segments L1 , ..., Lp
which is actually the local geometric trajectory associated with
the sensing region of the camera Camh .
Assume φhi (k)(m) (≥ 0) is the angle between the two directed line segments lk and Lm (k = 1, ..., q; m = 1, ..., p). We
define the fitting difference between the geometric trajectory
and the local visual trajectory of the object i in the scene of
the camera Camh as
φhi =

q
p
1 XX h
φi (k)(m)
q·p
m=1

(1)

k=1

B. Burglar Identification using Trajectory Fitting
Assume BurTrap has recorded N critical video sequences
S1 , ..., SN in order which contain the burglar with high
probability when the burglar passes through the surveillance
region of the sensor-camera network. We define the j-th object
appeared in the i-th video sequence Si as Oi,j . Assume the
number of people that appear in Si is Mi (i = 1, ..., N ). We
aim to quickly and accurately identify the burglar among those
objects Oi,j (i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., Mi ).

The basic assumption behind the above burglar identification problem is that the burglar exists in the objects Oi,j
(i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., Mi ). Based on the BurTrap operating
mode introduced previously, this is reasonable when there are
the sufficient number of the sensor-camera mates that have
detected the burglar. To find the burglar, we evaluate the
fitting difference between the geometric trajectory L and the
local visual trajectory of object Oi,j , which is defined as φi,j
(i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., Mi ).
First, we group all the objects Oi,j (i = 1, ..., N ; j =
1, ..., Mi ) according to i and select the more suspicious
objects. In our system, if the fitting difference φi,j is greater
than 90, we think the dissimilarity between the trajectories of
the burglar and the object Oi,j is so large that the probability
of the object Oi,j being the burglar is very low. Therefore, we
delete the objects whose φi,j > 90 from each object group,
and the remaining object set of group i is defined as Θi .
Then, we sort objects in each object set Θi by the ascending order of the fitting difference of the objects, and
obtain a ordered sequence of the objects Oi,j1 , ..., Oi,jk with
φi,j1 ≤ · · · ≤ φi,jk . In the object set Θi , the burglar identification principle is that the object with minimum trajectory
fitting difference is considered as the most suspicious object.
However, this principle may not be correct in a single sensorcamera mate scene because there may exist multiple objects
that have similar moving trajectory in a single sensor-camera
mate scene or there is a mismatch between the communication
region of the wireless module and the camera sensing region.
For accurately identifying the burglar, we further fuse the
trajectory fitting difference of the same object that appears in
the multiple sensor-camera mate scenes by performing inter
camera appearance matching. Before fusing the local visual
trajectory information in the multiple camera scenes, we need
to verify if the currently observed objects in a camera scene
are indeed the same as the ones being tracked in other camera
scenes. The common method to match object appearances is
by estimating the similarity between the color histograms of
objects. We evaluate the similarity between couple of color
histograms by using the well known Bhattacharyya distance.
The Bhattacharyya distance is defined as
#
"
Xp
p(x) · q(x)
(2)
DB (p, q) = − ln
x∈X

where p and q are two discrete probability distributions over
the same domain X, respectively. The object matches are
carried out choosing those that produce the lowest value of
the Bhattacharyya distance between the color histograms of the
considered objects in one camera with all the possible objects
that have traveled through another camera. If the minimum
Bhattacharyya distance is less than a given threshold, we think
the two objects are the same one and update the trajectory
fitting difference of the object. The threshold can be selected
by measuring the mean values of the Bhattacharyya distances
among the couples of the samples of the same person in the
two fields of view. The burglar identification algorithm is given

in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Burglar identification algorithm.
Input: Ordered object sets Θi (i = 1, ..., N ), trajectory fitting
difference φi,jk and mean color histogram Hi,jk of object
Oi,jk (∈ Θi ), ordered result object set Θ which is set to empty
initially, a given threshold d0 .
Output: The first object in Θ (if Θ is not empty).
1: Θ ← Θ1 , i ← 2.
2: while i ≤ N do
3:
for Each object Oi,jk ∈ Θi do
4:
for Each object O0 ∈ Θ do
5:
Calculate Bhattacharyya distance d(Oi,jk , O0 ) between
Ĥi,jk and the color histogram of O0 .
6:
Õ ← arg minO0 ∈Θ (d(Oi,jk , O0 )).
7:
if d(Oi,jk , Õ) ≤ d0 then
8:
Update trajectory fitting difference φ̃ of Õ by using φ̃ ←
i−1
φ̃ + 1i φi,jk .
i
9:
else
10:
Insert object Oi,jk into Θ while keeping the ascending
order of trajectory fitting difference.
11:
i ← i + 1.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experiment Setup
1) BurTrap Implementation: In our experiments, one laptop
connected with one sensor node and one camera is taken as one
sensor-camera mate unit. In this sensor-camera mate unit, the
sensor node component is the TelosB node [12]. The sensor
program is developed based on TinyOS 2.1. The proposed
adaptive wakeup scheduling protocol is implemented by using
nesC language. The maximum estimation error εmax is set to
500ms. In our experiments, we set the transmission power of
each TelosB node to level 5 through the TinyOS interface. The
video processing algorithm was carried out on the platform of
VC++ .NET 2005 combined with OpenCV (the open source
computer vision library supported by Intel Corporation). Fig.
1 shows the deployment situation of the networked sensorcamera mates.
B. Experimental Results
1) Test I: Robustness to inconsistency between communication region of wireless modules and sensing region of
cameras: In Test I, the trajectory of the burglar is depicted
in Fig. 1 by using the red curve. The estimated geometric
trajectory is depicted using the blue piecewise linear segments.
Fig. 1 also shows some video frames which are respectively
selected from the saved video sequences captured by cameras
3, 4, and 5. In each video frame, the detected objects are
indicated by the green rectangles. Each detected objects is
tracked within the corresponding camera scene and assigned
an unique tag number. The local visual trajectory of object
0 is depicted using the yellow directed linear segments in
the figure. Because the communication region of a TelosB
node is different from the sensing region of a camera, the
extracted video sequence in the laptop may not contain the
burglar in some situations. As shown in Fig. 1, the burglar
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Fig. 1. Burglar travel trajectory, estimated geometric trajectory, estimated
local visual trajectory of object 0 and selected frames, respectively captured
by cameras 3, 4, and 5 in Test I.
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We present a novel networked surveillance system BurTrap
for property recovery by using wireless sensor networks and
digital cameras. BurTrap can not only track the burglar with
the stolen property but more importantly identify the burglar
automatically. We design an energy-efficient wakeup scheduling protocol for the accurate trajectory information retrieval
while reducing the communication energy consumption of
the portable wireless module. Further, the accurate automatic
burglar identification is performed based on the proposed
trajectory fitting technique.
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6. Therefore, there is a local estimation error of the geometric
trajectory, and this leads to a large trajectory fitting difference
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